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Everything you need to know from December, 2020

IPMI NEWS 

The golden visa system grants overseas

professionals 10-year residency which is good news

for insurers as a wider pool of foreign workers and

their families will enhance the potential growth of

the international private medical insurance

market. 

United Arab Emirates
expands ‘golden visa’
system

Editorial
A very happy new year and I hope this email finds
you all well, and free of the latest variants. 

 As usual, we have prepared, below, a roundup of
the news and headlines from December 2020. 
 Looking back on 2020, of course the news has
been dominated by the impact of Covid on our lives,
healthcare systems and the way that we can/will
work and live.  Great leaps forward have occurred in
health tech and in digital healthcare which we
expect to continue and become embedded even
after the hoped-for, vaccine-led return to a new
normal. 

MGG’s publishing branch has plans to release a
new KEY PLAYER PROFILES report at the end of
Q1 as well as short report on the key IPMI markets
in the FAR EAST. Please register your interest for a
priority copy by emailing me with the title/s that you
are interested in, at r.kerr@mcgrigorgroup.com. We
wish you and happy and healthy January. 

Best wishes,
 Rhiannon
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Doctor Care Anywhere and
Allianz agreement
enhances IPMI cover
Doctor Care Anywhere (DOC) has signed a new

channel agreement with Allianz Partners,

allowing Allianz IPMI policyholders based in

Europe to access DOC's digital health services.

This is set to launch in January 2021 (with no set

expiry date) and marks UK-based DOC’s first

international private medical insurance (IPMI)

agreement in Europe.

Aetna International announced updates to its

cover for communicable diseases, including

COVID-19, all aimed at supporting the physical

health of its members. The changes to its Summit

plans will offer better flexibility for business

clients, allowing them to tailor coverage based on

local market and member needs. The updates

will allow members to access a COVID-19 test if

they have no symptoms. This type of testing could

help businesses to mitigate the risk of

transmission.

Aetna International
announces product
upgrades and updates to
COVID-19 cover
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Generali Group and Accenture have launched a

joint venture that will leverage cloud

technologies and shared technology platforms to

accelerate the insurance group’s innovation and

digital strategy.
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Sovcombank acquires
MetLife Russia
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INTERNATIONAL
HEALTH
INSURERS
Further and Trustedoctor
merge to create
'borderless' health
insurance
AA merger between these 2 firms will establish a

"first of its kind" healthcare insurance solution,

according to the people behind it. Further, which

focuses on cross-border insurance solutions for

serious illnesses, and Trustedoctor, a platform

offering an international network of medical

experts, have combined to provide "affordable

solutions" for the treatment of serious medical

conditions via insurers and employers. As a result,

patients around the world will be offered access to

international specialists and hospitals both in

person and through virtual consultations. After a

multi month courtship in 2020, growth of the

combined entities products/services is well placed

to continue its rapid rate.

Sovcombank, Russia’s third-largest non-state bank,

is to acquire MetLife Russia, a Russian subsidiary of

MetLife, Inc. The acquisition is expected to close in

the first quarter of 2021. In the beginning of 2020,

Sovcombank acquired non-life insurer Liberty

Mutual Russia and this acquisition is a natural step

to complete our banking group.

Generali teams up with
Accenture in JV to
accelerate its digital
transformation strategy

Generali consolidates its
presence in Greece
Generali strengthens its strategic position in

Greece, becoming a leading player (#2) in non-

life and (#3) health with the acquisition of AXA’s

Greek operations. Generali has signed an

agreement for the acquisition of all of the shares

of AXA Greece for €165 million, representing a

multiple of 12.2 times 2019 earnings, subject to

closing adjustments. Furthermore, Generali has

renegotiated the distribution agreement

currently in place between AXA Greece and

Alpha Bank expiring in March 2027 by extending

it for twenty years from the closing of the

acquisition. The transaction provides Generali

with a unique opportunity to access the

important banking distribution channel in the

Greek market by partnering with Alpha Bank on

an exclusive basis. The deal is in line with

Generali's strategy of strengthening its

leadership in Europe and offers meaningful

synergies.
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The European Commission has now confirmed

that it has opened what it calls an “in-depth

investigation” of insurance and reinsurance broker

Aon’s proposed acquisition of rival Willis Towers

Watson (WTW). The European Commission (EC)

said it will carefully investigate the proposed

acquisition and merger to establish whether the

combination of Aon and Willis Towers Watson

(WTW) could have any negative effects for

competition, pricing and reduce choice in the

commercial risk insurance and reinsurance

broking marketplace.
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HEALTH
SERVICE
COMPANIES 
EC confirms “in-depth
investigation” of Aon /
WTW merger 

The major issues facing US
healthcare in 2021

The Care Quality Commission (CQC), UK, has found

that Teladoc Health, ‘must make improvements' in

order to ‘establish effective systems and processes

to ensure good governance in accordance with

the fundamental standards of care'. The CQC

stated in the report, that the firm is in ‘breach of

regulation' under the Health and Social Care Act

for 'failing to ensure that significant events were

consistently documented, discussed and recorded,

with lessons learnt shared with all staff'..

CQC: Teladoc Health in
breach of regulation.

HEALTHCARE
SYSTEMS

According to the latest report from PwC the

healthcare industry has six big challenges ahead in

2021: rightsizing after the telehealth explosion;

adjusting to changing clinical trials; encouraging

digital relationships that ease physician burdens;

forecasting for an uncertain 2021; reshaping health

portfolios for growth; and building a resilient and

responsive supply chain for long-term health. 

 Their report is based on surveys of 2,511 American

consumers, 128 health plan executives, 153 health

service provider executives, and 124

pharmaceutical and life sciences executives in

August and September 2020, as well as interviews

with numerous thought leaders from the industry

and front-line clinicians.

DispatchHealth adds to
evidence backing hospital-
at-home programmes
Since the Covid-19 pandemic hit, interest in

hospital-at-home programs has increased. Many

patients have found themselves needing hospital-

level care but also being especially vulnerable to

Covid-19. Increasingly, health systems are looking to

the hospital-at-home model to care for this

population.  DispatchHealth has published new

data backing safety and efficacy of these

programmes.
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HEALTH TECH
Making seniors
comfortable with
telehealth - goal for
healthcare in 2021
Telehealth has played a critical role in healthcare

delivery during the COVID-19 pandemic, and this

is especially true for older patients. Given the

numerous restrictions and guidelines that have

been enacted to help slow the spread of the

coronavirus, virtual care has been critical in

helping seniors safely get the care they need. Yet,

many seniors find new technology challenging.

This report highlights the challenges to be faced.

HealthHero acquires
Doctorlink - Covers 20m
in Europe
HealthHero (formerly Medical Solutions) has

acquired UK digital triage provider Doctorlink

following a number of recent acquisitions.

HealthHero recently announced the addition of

experienced workplace mental wellbeing

provider, Validium. In August 2020, the company

acquired Berlin-based telemedicine platform,

Fernarzt. Headquartered in the UK, it also

operates in Ireland and Germany and provides a

range of digital health services covering 20

million people across the continent.

Israeli digital health
venture firm OTV raises
$170M for new fund
Israel’s OTV, a venture capital firm dedicated

specifically to digital health, closed a new fund with

$170 million. Founded in 2015, over the last five

years it has invested in a slew of digital health

companies, including TytoCare, Lemonaid Health,

Emedgene, Scopio and Donisi Health. The

announcement also indicated a new shift towards

the Asian market. Historically, the firm has had

physical operations in the U.S., Israel and Canada.

The company is now expanding and announced a

new office in China and a new head of Asia Pacific,

Jose Antonio Urrutia Rivas.

Surge in demand for digital
physiotherapy in the UK
More than 1000 digital physiotherapy bookings

have been made by employees since the start of

lockdown via Unum's Help@hand health and

wellbeing app, the insurance provider has reported.

Almost half (49%) of Help@hand physiotherapy

bookings since July have been for back, neck or

shoulder problems.
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The behavioural health programme is designed

to help users develop skills to solve real-world

problems in a structured way, Welldoc said in its

announcement. It will be available as part of

Welldoc’s platform for chronic conditions and

population health management. This is

significant as it is part of the wider growth in

mental health treatments and plans.

Welldoc adds behavioural
health tools to its chronic
condition management
platform

GENERAL
ARTICLES

Despite the turmoil of 2020, the year saw

significant movement in the M&A space in

healthcare.  Here are some of the biggest

healthcare mergers and acquisitions of 2020.

2020’s most significant
M&A activity

Cigna’s fourth edition of its Global Covid Impact

Study has sought to monitor the evolving

responses of people across the globe throughout

2020. By looking at how people are coping

during this period, they have sought to provide

businesses, and their employees, with the

healthcare advice, support and resources that

they need to get through the crisis. The study

takes the time period to October 2020. The key

findings of the report show the toll that the

pandemic has taken onfamily, work, social and

finance aspects. Now as we enter a new phrase

with the promise of a vaccine and the threats of

the 2nd/3rd wave of infections it will be

important for organizations to support their

workforce by offering tailored healthcare

programs across the globe. 

Cigna’s Covid-19 Global
Impact Study

New models for digital
distribution of health
insurance in a post-
pandemic world

Insurers are increasingly looking at

partnerships as a solution to integrate their

services into ecosystems and improve

customer experience,

Insurers are looking to have interventions

with customers long before a claim is

made, and offering services that integrate

into a customer’s lifestyle,

Digital channels remove the underused

and often excessive features of traditional

products to allow customisation for the

individual.

An interesting piece from the Digital Insurer

on digital distribution post Covid.  The key

points are: 

2020 US medical claims
lower than expected: Aon
A new report from Aon shows that medical claims

in 2020 are estimated to cost 5% less than initially

estimated by US insurers due to COVID-19.  The

survey also predicts that the pandemic will

increase US employer medical claims by an

additional 2% points on average above normal

trends in 2021.
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